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Lola Fisher
Co-Founder & Editor in Chief

The time has come for us to share with you the

Impact Edition. Over the last 12 months, we have

learnt lots, taught lots, and had many fun

adventures. I have been eternally grateful to the

crew of 15 who have seen us through NCEA stress

& exams, mental health, up and downs. We have

stuck through it all together and seen the most

outstanding results. Create Happy Magazine has

grown more than we could have imagined, from

awards to events. I extend my deepest gratitude

to the crew who have worked insanely hard to

produce this feat. 

Create Happy Magazine is continually evolving and

changing. We want to always represent rangatahi

in a way that is true and fair to them, celebrating

and uniting our fantastic youth in Aotearoa. This is

why the Impact Edition of Create Happy Magazine

will be my last edition as Chief Editor. It’s important

to me that fresh new faces are leading our

kaupapa.

I’m excited to announce that the new Co-Editor

working with me for the Innovation edition and

beyond will be Holly Davies. Holly has supported

the magazine from the start and is the best fit for

this co-role. While we are on the lookout for

another amazing young person to join Holly as Co-

Editor, I will work with Holly to produce the next

few editions. Our new Assistant Editors are

Maddison Lynch & Leisha Hodgson. Our new Art

Directors are Lindsey Song, Abigail Street, and

Ariana Jones.

Let’s redefine the stereotype of Aotearoa’s

typical teenager. Let’s show the older

generations that young people deserve to be

celebrated, inspired and united. Let’s create

more happy.

Editor's Note





E nga mana, e nga rau rangatira ma, tena

koutou katoa. 

As a Baby Boomer, I consider it a great honour to

write an introduction for this fourth edition of

Create Happy. I say this because, as a ‘boomer,’ I

know that my life as a teenager had seemingly little

in common with the intended readers of this

magazine - Gen Z’ers - or did it?

In considering the theme of this issue - Impact, I

asked myself, “If the word ‘impact’ is defined as

having a marked effect or influence on someone or

something, then what might that have been for me

as a teenager or for a teenager today?”  

Most of my generation was born (1946-1964) during

the post-World War II baby boom, and this is

where most of the world’s disposable wealth sits

today. Boomers’ impact as the most economically

influential group has significantly affected the

inequitable distribution of wealth worldwide.

Though we did not have access to much

technology (apart from the first black and white

TVs), 

we rejected and redefined traditional values like

many teenagers today. 

This was expressed through the hippy movement

and becoming early adopters of any new gadgets

(transistor radios, ballpoint pens), avid fans of

contemporary styles of music such as pop and

reggae, challenging political decisions around our

countries’ involvement in war and with countries

that supported apartheid, and of course fashion -

anything that allowed us a way to express

ourselves as we sought to find our place in the

world, just like teenagers today. 

We, in turn, had teenagers who became known as

Gen X’ers (born 1965-1979) and who are perhaps

the most relevant generation of modern times in

relation to technology and the phenomenal impact

this has had on the lives of everybody today,

regardless of age. They, in many respects, served

almost as a bridge from older populations to

younger ones. They were present for the inception

of the internet, video games, and artificial

intelligence and are the group most responsible for

advancements today.

A word from our
Kaumātua
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Faithe Hanrahan
 Create Happy Kaumatua

Currently, between the ages of 43 and 57, this

group gave rise to Millennials (born 1980-1995),

often seen as the most misunderstood generation.

They, in turn, created Generation Z’ers (born 1995-

2012), and it is this group of younger people that

has, more than any other, felt the negative impacts

of the world wide web having been exposed to the

fast rise of social media. 

This is the first generation to cope with

cyberbullying and other internet-related issues

while at the same time becoming more aware of

increases in school-related violence and the world’s

escalating climate crisis. 

Despite these negative impacts, this large group of

people between the ages of 10 and 27 are noted as

resourceful, independent learners who value

diversity and inclusive culture and prioritise well-

being and mental health in the workplace. Gen

Z’ers are also noted as being big on the values of

justice and equity. They are adept at using social

media to express their points of view while at the

same time being shrewd consumers and politically

progressive. 

Sound familiar? It should, because you see before

you a magazine designed by a group of innovative

Gen Z’ers, unafraid to tackle thorny issues that

matter to them and shine the light on things they

consider unfair or inequitable. The articles they

share with other Gen Z’ers are well-researched,

insightful and relevant to today’s social media

savvy rangatahi. 

That’s you and your fellow Gen Z’ers such as Mary

Ieremia-Allan, who had this to say in the last

magazine issue; “Difference is always the secret

ingredient to lasting impact”.  

This is a magazine with a difference. It’s innovative

and embraces values that put people first, which, in

turn, cannot help but impact how we view each

other and hopefully make us better people no

matter what our generation. 

Expect to be impacted! Tihei mauri ora!

From my generation to yours,

A word from our Kaumātua
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Wairua

Section 1

spirit/soul
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OVERACHIEVER.
W O R D S  B Y  L I N D S E Y  S O N G .

I was a nice shy girl who loved learning but never

learned anything in school. And no one tried to

help me with it. 

Growing up in an environment where academics give

value to the type of person you were, it was no

surprise that I was ahead of other students. Most

teachers spend their time catering to most of the

classes’ needs, so I floated through school most of the

time. 

Everything in class was too easy, but I paid attention

nevertheless. It was annoying. Everyone wouldn’t

know who I was at the start of the year, then

suddenly, towards the end of the year, classmates

and teachers alike would have all learned my name

and all the great things I’d achieved—shallow people.

Teachers were unfair. 

Unfair because no one taught me how to solve

problems, yet, when I do, they assume that they are

part of why I got such a high score. 

I wish some teachers would know that the most I

remember of them were their praises towards me, of

something I achieved without their help. 
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“Everyone wouldn’t know
who I was at the start of the
year, then suddenly,
towards the end of the
year, classmates and
teachers alike would have
learned my name and  the
great things I’d achieved”

IMPACT EDITION



I could read them like a book. No one likes to watch a

movie when they know the ending; this feeling is no

different. I only became friends with intelligent and

fit people because others were boring.

I have a terrible personality, and now, I am fully

aware. Empathy was scarce in me, so I never liked it

if someone got too close for comfort. Except for one

exception, my best friend. For her, I was willing to

keep faking as a shy, kind girl for the rest of my

school days.

Until I didn’t, and I was put in a situation unprepared

for. A teacher who helped me learn to like the other

kids. Who let colours blossom into different shapes

and sizes, never cutting or washing talent away. 

I lied. I did learn things in school. People did try

to help me through it. Though it only appeared

to me in the last year of primary. 

“I was the stupid one.
So idiotic that I’ve lost
myself and who I was.
Who am I if I’m not an
overachiever?”
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I don’t regret hating some classmates. They were

never mean, but my 3rd-year self would have blamed

them for stunting my growth. ‘Why can’t you learn as

fast as me?’ ‘How do you not understand?’ Most of all,

‘How could someone be so stupid?’ I couldn’t

understand why those who don’t have disabilities or

setbacks couldn’t just be as efficient as me. I never

found it impressive when someone brags about how

low their grades were and how bad at maths they

were. It just made me dislike them even more. 

I began to loathe stupid people. Then, teachers

limited students’ potential, and soon, everyone

seemed less and less like my classmates and more like

objects. I created a glass wall to separate me from

those I deemed undesirable. My classmates were

idiots.

When he realised I was achieving more than my

peers, he raised the bar and taught me how to reach

it again. I was no longer an overachiever; I was just

an achiever. I became confident, his uplifting spirit

did wonders, and I broke the glass layer between my

classmates and me. I surrounded myself with a large

group of friends, and soon, everyone was coming to

me, willingly talking and laughing with me when I

started smiling more often. 

WAIRUAIMPACT EDITION
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The wall kept me safe, but I was stuck in between.

Between classmates who hate English teachers and

English teachers that love me. Stuck between year

levels, too bright for my current grade, and too

behind for the grade above. Out of place due to my

lack of empathy and care for others. So far from

everyone else, my identity is so detached from my

thoughts. 

I was the stupid one. So idiotic that I’ve lost myself

and who I was. Who am I if I’m not an overachiever? 

“The wall kept me safe,
but I was stuck in
between...  Out of place
due to my lack of empathy
and care for others. So far
from everyone else, my
identity is so detached
from my thoughts.”

I had a best friend, who I took for granted. When I

found myself drowning in all the colours and shapes, I

ignored her concerns and swam deeper. 

When I left school, I hoped never to see my friends

again, and I couldn’t imagine why they would’ve kept

staying with me after how rude and careless I had

been with them. So once again, I put a glass wall

between me and others. 
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I was once, and still am, a nice, shy girl who

loves to learn. But I am also a girl, still learning to

find myself whilst breaking down the glass wall

for good. 

Lindsey Song,

More than just an overachiever.

IMPACT EDITION
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the 

impact of
meditation
A short history of meditation.

The practice of Dhyāna or Jhāna refers to ‘training of

the mind’, often translated as meditation. Meditation

dates back to around 1500 BC; however, some

historians believe that meditation could date back as

far as 3000 BC! 

Meditation, as per Hindu teachings, is a tool that

enables beings to quiet the disturbance of the mind

and allows them to tap into the instantly divine nature

( someone or something with the spiritual attributes of

a god) 

Now why practice meditation?

According to Google, meditation has some crazy

benefits and can help with your anxiety and insomnia

and improve your creative thinking. But is this true? To

find out, I’m going to meditate for 10 minutes every

night for seven days, and in the morning, I will write

about my experience. 
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There were heaps of different meditations to choose

from, and they all had the benefits I wanted. I

couldn’t try them all, so I started with a beginner’s

guided meditation.

A video for a 10-minute daily mindfulness

meditation: https://youtu.be/ZToicYcHIOU 

WAIRUA

Words by Lily Sang

“The practice of Dhyāna
or Jhāna is referred to as
‘training of the mind’ often
translated as meditation.”

WAIRUAIMPACT EDITION
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Day 1

As soon as the meditation started, I felt an

overwhelming sense of calm, and I relaxed instantly; I

did find that towards the end, my mind started to

wander, or I would zone out. But it was pretty easy to

focus again. I haven’t noticed any changes in the

stress, anxiety or insomnia I usually experience. 

Day 2

This time it was easier to focus, and I still had that

unique calmness. There was a significant improvement

in the quality of my sleep and how long it took me to

fall asleep. And I found myself being very productive

and generally happier throughout the day.

Day 3 

It has slowly become easier to focus throughout the

meditation, making it easier to relax. Since I started

meditating, I have felt a lot happier and more

productive, my sleep quality has improved

dramatically, and I've been calmer throughout the

day.

Day 4

Today I felt the changes were very similar to day 3; I

was calmer and happier. I also found it easier to focus

in some situations and to get clearer thoughts in more

stressful circumstances. However, I found it hard to

concentrate at the beginning of meditation
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Day 5

Day 5’s meditation was honestly the worst so far, I

couldn’t concentrate, and I was super restless

throughout the whole process. Despite this, I fell

asleep super quickly and felt well-rested when I woke

up. And I was still feeling happy and calm throughout

the whole day.

Day 6

I found this was the first time I was super aware

during the mediation, I was relaxed, but I wasn’t fully

submerged in the mediation. Besides that, I fell asleep

relatively easily; however, today, I was quite restless. 

Day 7

I was actually sick when I was supposed to do this

day, so instead, I waited and did it the next day when

I was feeling up to it. I actually think this was just

what I needed. I felt so much more relaxed, and I got

that same sense of calm when I did it the first time; I

was also a lot less restless. I think this was the perfect

way to end this experiment.

Since mediating my sleep has been so much better

and falling asleep has come more naturally. I have

also been feeling more motivated to start some

projects that have been sitting in my notes for

months and I am finding myself more grateful for

every moment I have on this earth. 

Now of course remember this is my experience

and everyone's bodies and minds react to things

differently so maybe give meditation a try and

see for yourself.

IMPACT EDITION
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How Baking
Affects the Soul
Baking can affect the soul while improving mental

health by allowing the body to relax and concentrate

on the task that you are doing. As food is something we

all have in common, it can bring communities together.

It helps us understand each culture whilst enjoying a

taste of each place or country. Home baking also

allows you to control how many ingredients you put in,

for example, chocolate chips or other add-ins. 
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+  Coffee Buns Recipe, by Audrey Goh

Community together/Abigail Street

WAIRUAIMPACT EDITION

Alterations to the recipe can increase our appetite for

baking and cooking.

It allows us to focus on the present instead of worrying

about the future or the past. Research has also linked

cooking and baking with happiness, relaxation, greater

self-awareness, and more.  





COFFEE BUNS

110ml lukewarm water

7g yeast

100ml milk

40g sugar

350g bread flour

6g salt

20g butter, room temp

BREAD RECIPE :

Coffee Buns, also known as Roti Boys, is a delicious

breakfast with a hint of coffee in the morning. These

buns are best from the oven, but you can toast or air-

fry them for a few minutes to get that delicious crispy

top. 
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Ingredients:

10g instant coffee

10g water

60g butter, soft

65g sugar

1 egg, separated

70g AP flour

COFFEE TOPPING RECIPE :

*To store, place in an airtight box or a

piping bag, and can be frozen for up to 3

months.

Photos/Audrey Goh



To prepare the dough, combine water, sugar

and yeast. Bubbles should form on the water’s

surface, indicating that your yeast is alive.  

Mix in the milk before sifting in the bread flour

and salt. Mix thoroughly with a spatula until a

rough dough forms. Cover with cling wrap for

15 minutes.

Sprinkle a clean working surface and your

hands with flour and pour the dough onto the

surface. Add the unsalted butter to the dough

and knead well until the butter is combined

with the dough. Continue to knead until the

dough is smooth and elastic. This should take

around 15 minutes if you’re doing it by hand or

10 minutes using a kitchen machine.

To check that the dough is ready, flour your

hands lightly and pull the dough gently with

both hands. If light can seep through it and the

dough looks satin-smooth and elastic, it’s ready

to rest.

Cover the bowl with plastic wrap and leave for

about 1 hour until the dough has doubled.

Divide the dough into 12 equal pieces and

shape ten pieces into balls. Take the other two

pieces and divide them into ten smaller pieces.

Cover everything with plastic wrap and leave

for 15 minutes.

After 15 minutes, flatten the smaller pieces of

dough and add the 5g of salted butter cubes

into each one. Roll it up to resemble a small

ball.

Flatten the larger dough balls and put the

smaller dough balls inside them. Roll everything

up again to resemble a large ball. You should

get a total of 10 balls. Cover with cling wrap

and rest for an hour.

BREAD INSTRUCTIONS:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

AROHA EDITION EXPAND YOUR HORIZONS

Mix the instant coffee powder with water in a small

mixing bowl or cup — reserve and set aside.

Mix the butter and sugar in a stand mixer until

everything is smooth and well blended.

Mix in the egg yolk before adding in the egg white. 

Add the coffee mixture and sift in the all-purpose

flour. Using a rubber spatula, fold the mixture together

until everything is light and airy. 

Transfer the contents into a piping bag and pipe the

coffee filling over the buns in a spiral shape until it

covers 3/4 of the top of the bun.

Bake the buns in a preheated 180°C oven for 18

minutes. 

COFFEE TOPPING

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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How kindness can
impact the world 

I sat quietly and listened to my heart as I started thinking

about what “kindness” meant. With an inquisitive face, I

asked my mum what kindness was, and she looked at me,

delighted. She swiftly said it’s a channel of expressing your

love to a stranger or someone you know in different ways. 

My heart pondered, still thinking about experiencing

kindness in the real world. My mum told me a story of a

little girl writing letters to great grand uncles and aunts on

New Year’s to make them happy. She slowly started

celebrating her birthdays at an orphanage to share her

happiness by making someone’s heart shine. These little

acts of love are called “kindness”. We all have the power

to make a difference in our little ways, whether it’s making

someone’s heart shine or helping someone out on a dull

day. I think of kindness as a virtue of love and a

superpower that we all have within us. 

As a little child, I grew up feeling responsible towards

others and empathising with everyone around me. 
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Words by Ameera Aggarwal

I realised that kindness could be expressed in several

ways. When any child at my daycare got hurt or started

crying, I was the first to sympathise and wipe their tears.

It helped me to understand that we as human beings are

always trying to share happiness with others and want to

see others happy.

You can be kind by giving away your old clothes. If people

see this, they can learn from you and start giving back to

the community by sharing the things they don’t need, like

old clothes, shoes and toys, with those in need, which

makes the world happier. You could help an old lady by

lifting her shopping bags or helping her walk her dog.

When you see someone hurt, offer help to them or reach

out to an adult to help them. You can thank someone

whom you appreciate; it helps to make the world a happier

place. An act of kindness can often lead to more! Saying

thank you is so important, and it helps to express gratitude

in words. When someone stops the car while crossing the

road, I always wave my hand to express gratitude.

WAIRUAIMPACT EDITION



I would love to hear from you all about your acts of

kindness and how you are impacting the world. You can

write to me at hello@createhappy.org - Love, Ameera.

My next-door neighbour’s granddaughter is my friend.

Her name is Courtney, and we often play together. When

we don’t see each other for long, she sends me postcards

with messages on them saying “Thank You” and “I love

you”. I make sure to reciprocate the love to her by writing

back to her. 

To me, this feeling of expressing emotions in an unfiltered

way can be seen as an act of kindness. I feel great

receiving letters, messages and birthday cards, which

boosts my sense of belonging. This brings me to the

scientific facts of kindness and how it boosts the morale of

individuals.

Kindness and compassion have definite positive effects on

well-being and happiness. Kindness lowers stress and

enhances our emotional health. It promotes a stronger

sense of belonging and togetherness among friends,

family, neighbours and strangers. It’s inexpensive and

doesn’t take too much time. It might begin with a call to a

friend you haven’t spoken to in a while or with a small

donation to people in need; you may donate your old

clothes, shoes, toys, books or food items.
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When people are not kind, others may not feel like they

are in a happy place. That’s why you should be kind, so

other people feel good and continue to share kindness,

and the world is more optimistic. Making others feel good

brings good back to you in unpredictable ways. I have

started thanking my mum and dad recently for the small

things they do for me, whether cooking yummy food or

buying me a present. 

At the end of the day, I feel super proud of expressing

gratitude to my near and dear ones whom we often

forget. 

mailto:hello@createhappy.org


Feeling anxious has existed since the beginning of

time, and the anxiety and panic reactions are there to

keep us safe - from our caveman days to now.

The technical processes of anxiety, panic and anxiety

or panic disorders are super complicated and

layered. But this is the easiest way to describe

anxiety’s relationship with the amygdala…

Stimuli ⇒ Information regarding stimuli is

transported through sensory inputs to the

amygdala ⇒ The amygdala creates an anxiety

and “panic” response to the stimuli. 

This diagram shows different parts of the human

brain - including the amygdala—source: Simply

Psychology. 

Feeling anxious and having panic can be normal and

healthy, but some people can have anxiety and panic

disorders. 

ANXIETY

That overwhelming sense and feelings of

anxiety - the gut-wrenching fear. The fear you

feel like people only experience a few times in

their life. But you feel it all the time, every day.

Your breathing feels struggled, and you find it

hard to sleep at night. Thoughts circle and spin

and surround you. 

People experience fear and anxious emotions in

different ways. Anxiety is the emotion released from

our amygdala, which is a small part of the back of our

brain. This part of our brain releases these emotions

and feelings of fear as a response to certain stimuli.

These could be noises, things we can see, things we

can smell, and we can feel and hear. 

For example - if we smell smoke, we may begin to get

anxious that there is a fire somewhere. That smoke

has triggered your amygdala, which has created a

sense of anxiety and feelings that you may be in

danger. 

Words by Holly Davies
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What it is and why your
experience is valid
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Box Breathing

The 4,7,8 Method

Belly Breathing

Pursed Lip Breathing

I honestly don’t think I could be a journalist, a writer,

or simply myself without the empathy my anxiety has

given me. 

But that empathy hasn’t been free - I will always

have to continue and grow through the painful parts

of my panic and almost chronic anxiety.  However,

after trying for so long to “fix” my anxiety, I have

finally learnt that I can’t do everything alone.

Therapy and simply speaking to people and learning

skills (e.g. breathing exercises and grounding

techniques) have been essential. 

Types of breathing exercises:

For diagrams or instructions on how to do these

breathing exercises - google the name, or see

healthline.com/health/breathing-exercises-for-

anxiety for a list of helpful breathing exercises

commonly used for anxiety, panic and stress. 

These disorders can be exhausting - both physically and

mentally and can affect parts of everyday life. 

I have had anxiety for as long as I can remember.

However, I wasn’t diagnosed with a disorder until I was

fourteen, nearly fifteen. My therapist diagnosed me with

Generalised Anxiety Disorder (GAD). I have been

prescribed medication and learnt numerous tricks to help

me with my anxious thoughts and panic attacks. 

For me, my anxiety journey has been exhausting. But it’s

also been both grounding and ground-breaking.

I’ve learned more about myself, empathy, triggers, and

limits. 
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Artists impression of anxiety/Lindsey Song
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I have been on medication for my anxiety and

depression for years. However, nothing has been

more helpful than my research, growth, acceptance

and talking about how I feel. Even if you must take

medication to continue your anxiety journey and

function, you’re just as valid as those who don’t. It

goes both and all ways.

 The stigma of taking medication for anxiety and

panic symptoms and disorders is something that I

feel is often harmful.  

While it’s a process, a forever learning curve and an

obstacle of challenges, 

Journal

Write poetry!

Do karaoke (on your own or with a friend)

Watch your favourite show or movie (something

funny!)

Read your favourite book, or read a new one and

get immersed in the story

Go for a walk

Bake! 

Make a playlist of music you like

Sketch, or colour in

Finding my love for poetry has helped me express

myself in written art, and film has allowed me to

create visual experiences while processing films made

by others that help me to feel seen.

Here are some ways you can ground and distract

yourself by doing something you love:
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every day is a day that I’m finding myself as a person

that experiences anxiety rather than anxiety that

experiences me. 

I am becoming more resilient and expressing to

others that they are valid for experiencing all they

feel. Anxiety is okay; it doesn’t label you erratic or

indefinitely illogical or crazy. 

Resources used and Resources for people

experiencing anxiety: 

simplypsychology.org/amygdala.

verywellmind.com/anxiety

healthline.com/health/breathing

Helplines and numbers to text:

Free call or text 1737 24/7

Youthline – 0800 376 633 or free text 234

Anxiety NZ – 0800 269 4389

WAIRUAIMPACT EDITION
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https://www.simplypsychology.org/amygdala.html#:~:text=The%20amygdala%20is%20a%20complex,and%20memories%20associated%20with%20fear
https://www.verywellmind.com/anxiety-disorder-2510539
https://www.healthline.com/health/breathing-exercises-for-anxiety
https://1737.org.nz/
https://www.youthline.co.nz/
https://www.anxiety.org.nz/
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COVID-19 has become a big part of our ‘new normal’ for

the past three years. It has burrowed deep down into our

psyches – like a bed bug that hides in the darkest places,

only making its presence known when we turn out the

lights and drift off into the Land of Moemoea (Sleep) - to

awaken then and find a tattoo of bite patterns, itchy,

annoying, definitely unattractive and unwanted. Their

presence can immediately be seen, while their impact over

a more extended period not so much. And, so it has been

for our magazine’s contributors (writers, photographers,

artists) – a diverse group of teenagers affectionately self-

dubbed ‘The Hive’. The conversations below started

around the breakfast table at a Create Happy ‘writers

live-in’ and provided insight into this small group of busy

bees on the morning the first lot of NCEA results were to

be released.

Cries of “Oh my God. I can’t wait to get my results back”.

This is from Madison, who has survived three years of

COVID, just loves school and couldn’t wait to get back

after lockdown - through to “I don’t really care”. This, from

our autistic writer Lillian, also a 3-year survivor who plans

to become a farrier, reflects the range of thoughts of this

eclectic group of queen bees regarding the impact of

COVID on their lives. Here are some snippets.

The Impact 
of COVID 

When asked about the impact of COVID-19 on their

learning and social life, they had this to say:

Madison noticed that first of all, “We (the advanced

learning group) were given lots more (work) than the

general classes, and it was recommended that we do at

least 4 hours work a day and to Zoom at least once a

week with our teachers, which was good”.                                      

Despite the continued expectation by the school that this

accelerated group of learners “continue to perform”, she

found learning manageable and believes that COVID has

had little impact on her ability to progress towards the

completion of NCEA L3. “I feel OK, but I know some other

kids who didn’t do much in lockdown struggled. They were

given another chance to catch up on study time when

they came back, so I guess that was a good thing”. 

Something else she thought was really good was how the

school maintained contact with her parents – “To see how

we were doing (mentally)”.  

Likewise, learning to manage her time better. “Because I

couldn’t go to class every day, I had to just get on with it. I

also realise now how good it (our schooling) is after being

stuck at home working by myself”.

KAITIAKITANGAIMPACT EDITION
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She said she didn’t need to see people in person too much

and noted, “While that was a good thing, I was also stuck

at home with three other people…no garden…and in a new

house that we couldn’t leave…that was tiring”. 

Lillian definitely didn’t miss school and is now wondering if

school is where she wants or needs to be this year. She’s

survived COVID and is seriously reconsidering learning

options outside of school to further her interest in working

with horses.

Meanwhile, Lola, the editor of Create Happy, found that

academically COVID hasn’t had a massive impact on her

self-directed learning from home as a homeschooler. With

no set curriculum to follow and unaffected by the need to

attain NCEA credits, she was “able to carry on as usual”

and has plans of enrolling in Te Kura (Correspondence

School) when she turns sixteen (in a year’s time), and then

going on to university to do something in political,

communications, media or journalism studies. 

Socially and emotionally, however, she has felt the impact

of COVID. As someone who enjoys going out and about

and mixing with people, she found being stuck at home

very hard.

Socially and emotionally, Madison said that she was “OK

overall”, and apart from feeling a little anxious at times

about being able to complete massive amounts of work on

time, she was thankful that she was still able to keep up

with her friends through Instagram video calling or

Snapchat.  

“Being able to ride my horse just next door was also good.

I guess I was lucky as that got me out of the house. I

would have gone crazy otherwise”. On a scale of 1-5

(significant impact), Madison would rate COVID-19’s

impact at three and would recommend that teachers

communicate better between themselves to avoid

confusion over work expectations (some teachers gave

heaps while others didn’t).

Lillian attends a special character school where self-

directed learning is encouraged, and while not anxiously

awaiting NCEA results,s also rated the impact of COVID-

19 at 3, but for different reasons. Apart from when she

caught actual COVID and missed a few assessments

(which she was able to catch up on), she saw it as having

little impact on her actual learning and more so on her

mental health. She found that all the constant talk of

COVID around her affected her mentally  - “It affected

how I was dealing with the universe (the bigger picture)”

and remembers how hard it was to sit in a room sometimes

when TV ads were on. 

“There was too much on it (COVID), and I’d think to myself

that I don’t need to know this…there’s too much death

talk…and I didn’t like it”. Socially, being stuck at home and

away from school was not a struggle for Lillian, who,

asself-labelledled introvert “with only a few friends's”

could still face-time and go for a walk around the block

daily with one of her friends.

KAITIAKITANGAIMPACT EDITION

“Because I couldn’t go to
class every day, I had to just
get on with it. I also realise
now how good it (our
schooling) is after being
stuck at home working by
myself”
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“What COVID has done, though, is helped bring the

magazine together” and how it has normalised Zoom and

online platforms and learning, making it easier for her to

manage the magazine. We (the magazine team) don’t

have to see each other in person to work together. It’s

lovely and amazing, and we do it very well online.

Everyone was used to it and knew how to use Zoom”.

On a scale of 1-5, Lola rates COVIDs impact as a 4, mainly

because of its social, emotional and mental impact on

herself and her family.

In terms of the long-term impact of COVID on these hive

members’ lives? Who knows. But what we do know is that

COVID isn’t going anywhere. In just over three years, it

has managed to embed itself into our lives on many levels -

personal and communal and just like that nasty bedbug, it

continues to make its presence known. 

Free call 0800 376 633; Free text 234

Email talk@youthline.co.nz

Web Chat via the website (youthline.co.nz)

Outline (free call 0800 688 5463) between 6-9 pm

Web Chat via the website (outline.org.nz)

Website (mentalhealth.org.nz)

Youthline

For Rainbow Youth

Mental Health Foundation

KAITIAKITANGAIMPACT EDITION

Post-COVID support has dramatically increased, and

mental well-being has become a priority within education

for students, their whanau and staff. There is no shame in

asking for support, and if you are struggling, here are

some places that may be able to help you.

Maddison/Supplied Lillian/Mandi Lynn Lola /Supplied

mailto:talk@youthline.co.nz


‘Ghost gear’ refers to fishing gear that has been

discarded, lost or abandoned. These include fishing

nets, buoys, pots, traps, fishing lines/hooks, etc. This

gear then starts a ‘ghost fishing’ cycle. Any

manufactured contraptions designed to catch marine

life are considered capable of ‘ghost fishing’ while

unattended. Due to the type of materials used when

the gear was made, they can continue to 
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Ghost
Divers

ghost fish for many decades.

After being discarded, lost or abandoned, the gear

traps and hurts sea life, which gets weighed down by

the dead wildlife and sinks to the sea floor. Nets can

get snagged on wrecks or reefs, smothering coral

and killing marine life. Predators and scavengers then

feed on the carcasses of the wildlife trapped in the

nets or traps and, in turn, get trapped themselves.

When these organisms decompose, some fishing nets

rise to the surface, starting the cycle again, with

human intervention being one of the few ways to

break the cycle. Here, Ghost Divers come in, bringing

the gear the rest of the way to the surface safely

and onto boats to be disposed of safely or reused. In

cases where the gear doesn’t rise to the surface,

inflatable ‘balloons’ are attached, expanding the

shallower the equipment gets and, in turn, bringing

the ghost gear to the surface with the assistance of

divers.

The Ghost Diving Foundation is an international

charity founded in 2012, run by technical divers

operating in their free time since 2009. Previously

known as the Ghost Fishing Foundation, divers

specialising in removing marine debris help

remove the estimated 640,000 tons of fishing

gear lost in the ocean annually. Spread out in over

15 countries, including Aotearoa, the organisation

is the most prominent and experienced global

diving organisation focused on recovering ghost

gear.

Abi talks to us about the Ghost
Divers organisation and how

they have made an impact on
Aotearoa

 

Photo/Supplied



\Collaborations with other companies allow the Ghost

Diving Foundation to achieve things on a much larger

scale than independent cleanups. 

They are working with other organisations such as

the Healthy Seas Foundation, Greenpeace, Sea

Shepherd, WWF, Global Ghost Gear Initiative and

Global Underwater Explorers. Ghost Diving NZ has

been integrated into the national and local community

by Rob and his team, with many areas where

cleanups have taken place showing significant

improvement in the diversity of life and habitat, along

with communities better educated on ghost fishing

and how to prevent it.
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Rob Wilson is the leader and founder of Ghost Diving

in New Zealand. After leading a local dive team in

2014 to remove marine debris.

He was invited to join the international Ghost Diving

team, a group of PADI Open Water certified and

qualified technical divers working in their free time,

with the charity relying 100% on donations.

Undertaking monthly cleanups, the team recover

everything from 60m nets to E-scooters. Annual public

clean-ups are also organised, where the community

can take part in cleaning up their part of the ocean

from the shore. Alongside divers, photographers and

filmmakers also work, capturing the cleanups and

helping to spread the word about ghost fishing and

the organisation’s actions, making the problem visible

where it would otherwise go unnoticed until it’s too

late. 

For more information or to donate,

visit www.ghostdiving.org/

IMPACT EDITION
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https://www.ghostdiving.org/
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Born in 1926, he has written 24 books and made

over 50 movies and TV shows; I introduce to you

Sir David Attenborough. It is a familiar name in

many mouths worldwide, a character we all

cherish and adore. 

Attenborough is a man who has truly done it all, a

broadcaster, a natural historian and an author; he is

and has always been undoubtedly remarkable. I grew

up watching David Attenborough, as did my parents

and possibly even their parents. David Attenbrough’s

entire life was out of the ordinary and one worth

reminiscing about, and his success is something that

he earnt in its entirety. When thinking back over his

life, he has watched the world change, and ever-so-

slowly begin to fall apart; Attenborough is 96, and

unfortunately, his days are becoming numbered, so I

think it’s important to discuss his life and his

successes. 

David Attenborough’s family did not know how to be

average, they succeeded in all areas, so perhaps it

was not a coincidence that Attenborough would

become one of the most recognised names in the

world. 

David
Attenborough

When born on the 8th of May 1926, his father was the

principal of a local university, and his older brother

would later become a somewhat successful actor.

From an incredibly young age,  

Attenborough was interested in the natural world; he

was fascinated by animals and spent many days

searching for fossils in his early life. This passion

would drive him into the future, and he would later

complete honours in Natural Sciences at Clare

Colleges, Cambridge, in 1947. For many people, this

would have become their finish line - for David

Attenborough; there was no such thing as a final

destination. Eventually, his career progressed far past

the point of incredible to a level nobody else has since

managed to achieve. He made it into the television

field; at this time, television was still recently

contemporary. 

At the age of 28, Attenborough produced his first

television series known, as zoo quest. This show could

be considered revolutionary as its widespread

popularity meant that the BBC continued airing

educational programmes.

Maddison reflects on David Attenborough's impact in the world.

KAITIAKITANGAIMPACT EDITION
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In 1965, Attenborough became the controller of BBC’s

second channel, BBC-. David Attenborough has since

done an extensive collection of TV shows and movies,

all of which proved immensely successful. Recently,

Attenborough has done several Netflix movies and

series, which is quite monumental. He watched

entertainment evolve from timed broadcasting on a

singular channel to having a never-ending stream on

an online channel. 

It would be a shame for David Attenbourough’s life

story to become buried by television, and that is not

what I intend to do. His television career only scrapes

the surface of what is beneath; he explored and

discovered every crevice of the natural world. He

was the epitome of a naturalist. From the

Attenbrougharion Rubicundus (Burgundy Snail) to the

extinct Microleo Attenboroughi, a plethora of animals

have been named after Attenborough.

I believe that this is where Attenbrough’s legacy lies,

in the imprints he made upon the world, the animals he

discovered, and the places he saved. David

Attenborough has given his life to mother Earth and

those who reside on it. 

When asked, “Who is David Attenborough?” the

answer is never, “An incredible man who changed the

world”. It is instead, “That TV guy with the voice”. This

makes me think nobody truly knows who

Attenborough is or what he has done. To many

people, Attenborough is no more than a guy with a

cool voice. Many do not know that Attenborough

hates rats or doesn’t love animals; he is simply

fascinated by them. Nobody ever stops to think about

who the man behind the TV is. I find this the most

upsetting and feel it needs to be changed.

Now I pose the question to you, why was

Attenborough so successful? Although his voice is

charismatic and distinguishable, I highly doubt this is

the sole reason for his notability. 

“David
Attenborough has
given his life to
mother earth and
to all those who
reside on it.”

KAITIAKITANGAIMPACT EDITION
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I must propose that perhaps David Attenborough is

doing all he is for a reason that is beyond us and

beyond himself. He is reaching out with a singular

hand, for that’s all he can do, to celebrate mother

nature in her entirety before it’s too late. He has

watched climate change alter the earth in a way

nobody else has; he has watched forest areas grow

smaller and the ocean size increase. He has witnessed

land masses that none of us will sink below the point

of recovery. He has watched destruction happen.

What started as Attenbrough’s interest became a

lifeline of the earth.

Rather perhaps, I think his success was based on his

ability to deeply connect with the audience. He knew

how to teach the complex ways of nature in a way

that even the simplest of people could comprehend, a

skill lost on many others. 

As Attenborough said at COP 26, “We are already in

trouble” and that “the stability we all depend on is

breaking”. At this event, he gave an incredibly

insightful speech, demonstrating his stance on climate

change. 

“Is this how our story is due to end?”, He questioned

the audience. “A tale of the smartest species doomed

of that all-to-human characteristic of failing to see the

bigger picture.” 

He clearly places blame on us, the privileged ones;

those who cause less environmental damage, who live

in high-poverty areas, are also somehow the ones

who are affected the most. 

“He is reaching out
with a singular hand,
to celebrate mother
nature in her entirety
before it’s too late.”

Attenborough, however, has not lost a single droplet

of hope. “We are the greatest problem solvers; we

know how to stop the number rising and put it in

reverse.” He believes that we can save the world as

we know it with a new industrial revolution with

sustainable innovations (that which is already

happening).

Attenbrough was an explorer, a

naturalist and the beau ideal, he was

much more than just a TV presenter

KAITIAKITANGAIMPACT EDITION



Big Archaeology
News
It has been a big few months for archaeology and

history, they may have found Cleopatra’s tomb.

And they’ve discovered some sculptures in

modern-day Italy that will re-write Roman and

Etruscan history!

Cleopatra was Egypt’s last Queen, better known as

Pharaoh. She was born in 69 - 70 BCE and died with

her lover Mark Antony in 30 BCE. We don’t know the

exact cause of death, but she is said to have held a

serpent up to her bare breast and let it bite her,

poisoning her fatally. There is some speculation,

though, that she used poison. She was buried in an

unknown place with Mark Antony, declaring, ‘No man

will find my tomb’. Archaeologists have searched for

her tomb for hundreds of years and found nothing.

That is until now. Archaeologist Dr Kathleen Martinez

and her team believe Cleopatra and Mark Antony are

buried somewhere in or around the temple Taposiris

Magna in Alexandria, Egypt. 

They have excavated it since 2004 for the University

of San Domingo’s archaeological mission. 

While mining, they have found many amazing things,

but this may be the most exciting; a 1,305-metre

tunnel around 13 metres under the temple! Amazingly,

the tunnel architecture is not unlike the Greek Tunnel

of Eupalinos! This makes sense as the temple was

dedicated to the Greek God and Goddess Osiris and

Isis. Why this backs up the belief that Cleopatra is

buried there and that she believed that she was the

reincarnation of Isis, so her being buried under the

temple makes sense. And after just a few days of

finding the tunnels, they found artefacts with

Cleopatra and Mark Antony’s faces on them. Along

with six mummies in offshoot tunnels.

These are fascinating finds. Hopefully, they will lead

to the last Egyptian Pharaoh!

Cleopatra's Tomb

Photos/Abi Street 

W O R D S  B Y  B R I A N A  T A Y L O R
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 Archaeologists in Italy have found 24 bronze statues

from Ancient Rome that will rewrite history! These

perfectly preserved statues, located in an ancient

bathhouse near Rome, are depictions of some Greco-

Roman Gods and Goddesses. They’re so perfectly

preserved that you can see the inscriptions written in

Latin and Etruscan, which is why experts say they will

rewrite history. History has always thought the

Etruscans and the Romans didn’t get on, but this is

evidence that they prayed and worshipped deities

together! While archaeologists were excavating the

bathhouse, San Casciano Dei Bagni, these statues

were found. For 2,000 years, these bronze statues

have been protected by the warm water and mud of

the baths. This fascinating discovery is one of the most

important finds in the Mediterranean!

2000-Year-Old Statues

Overall, it has been a very exciting year for history

lovers. Let’s hope that Dr Kathleen Martinez ends up

finding Cleo and Antony. And that people realize the

importance of the Etruscan statues! 

KAITIAKITANGA



IMPACT OF RDA
the

W O R D S  B Y  M A D D I S O N  L Y N C H

The Chief Executive of The Riding for The Disabled

wants you to know that the RDA is not just pony

rides in a paddock.

Riding for the Disabled (RDA) is a remarkable

organisation which uses horses to give those who

are disabled a safe space to develop personal and

physical skills.

Nowadays, every man and his horse claim to do

‘Horse Therapy’; however, the RDA is the only

accredited and recognised horse charity in New

Zealand. It now reaches over 3,000 riders over 50

local RDA groups. I volunteer at the RDA and see

first-hand how much progress the riders make over

such a short period. It can be magical to witness when

a rider throws a ball into a hoop or manages to say a

complete sentence for the first time; the best of the

riders come out when they are on the horse. Donna

Kennedy stated that the overall goal for the RDA was

to ‘reach more riders and change more lives -

just more of a reason to treasure what the RDA does

for our community. When asked, Donna Kennedy said

that the RDA allows riders to improve immensely

because “they are not used to the horse” and that

this “helps improve core strength”. Other notable

physical improvements include better muscle strength

and balance; some may even gain the ability to walk.

Beyond a physical well-being sense, Donna

mentioned that how the horses are managed helps

improve the outcome of the RDA programme. The

horses are all well-behaved, know their jobs and are

good at their jobs.

“[the overall goal is
to] reach more
riders and change
more lives.” 
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The riders are assessed individually, complete forms

and will ultimately discuss a way forward and make

goals with their local coaches. This makes for an all-

around safe, reliable and comfortable experience for

everyone involved. The RDA truly makes life easier

for the disabled; it helps them gain more confidence in

themselves, learn what is appropriate behaviour, and

improve their social and communication skills. It gives

the riders independence, carries them through life,

and allows them to live alongside their peers more

easily.
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LGBTQIA+

The Riding for the Disabled needs support and

dedication from the wider community to continue

providing their opportunities, reach more riders, and

change more lives. Donna Kennedy said that the best

way to help the RDA is to donate, whether this is your

time or money. To donate your time, you don’t have to

be comfortable with horses or participate in the

lessons - you can volunteer to do the gardens,

groundskeeping or even the management side of

things. 

To donate or find more information about

volunteer opportunities, visit rda.org.nz.

IMPACT EDITION
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Sustainable gardening is a great way to help the

planet. What is it, you may ask? Sustainable or Green

Gardening is a way to garden while harming the

planet as little as possible. But gardening is just

helping the earth, right? Yes and no. Gardening

yourself means you cut back on travel, helping the

planet just that little bit. But are you using chemicals

on the plants? How much water are you using? Where

is the waste going? 

Why should we garden sustainably? It helps the

planet! We all know climate change is a looming

problem. Some ways to fix it just aren’t possible for

the country. So green gardening, although small, can

make a difference. It’s also relatively easy.

Our planet is precious, so looking after it is vital for

the well-being of the inhabiting humans and the

wildlife. Battling climate change doesn’t have to be

big; small steps are still steps. 
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WHY WE SHOULD

GARDEN SUSTAINABLY

Make a compost pile. Instead of throwing away

the weeds and other organic waste from the

garden, make a compost pile to put it in. Once it’s

all broken down, put it in the garden!

Conserve water - Conserving water is essential

for the environment, especially since it’s

becoming increasingly scarce. Adding compost

can help with water conservation as it quadruples

the soil’s water-holding capacity. Another great

tip is to check the weather to ensure you don’t

water the garden just before it rains.

Have things for the pollinators! Ensuring

pollinators have plants to pollinate is essential for

your plants to thrive; if there are no pollinators,

our plants will suffer!

Use fewer chemicals. Using chemicals which

help the problem at hand also causes more

problems, like killing beneficial organisms, so it’s

best to stick to natural remedies. Some natural

remedies can still harm bees, so spray them while

not active at night.

How to start garden sustainably.

Want to try it but need help figuring out where to

start? Here are some ways to garden sustainably:

Words by Briana  Taylor
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Hannah Hunt is a 19-year-old from Hawke’s Bay. She

has been playing Canoe polo for nine years, and in

2022 in August, she was part of the under-21 Junior

Paddle Ferns who competed in the ICF World

Champions in France, which they won!

She started playing in year 6, where she played so

many other sports that her parents drove her

somewhere every day after school! Then her parents

asked her, “Do you want to play canoe polo?” and she

said, “Why not!?” 

“I’ve never played it before, and I just went for it.

And now, I love it. It’s the only sport I play currently. “

So they went to France, but they went overseas for

six weeks because, in New Zealand, they hadn’t

played internationally for three and a half years prior

to COVID.

“Worlds were in August, so the lead-up was 11 months

long. That’s when we first started training. 

Leisha did an interview with Hannah Hunt on

her experience in canoe polo at the World

Cup.

Hannah
Hunt
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Hannah describes herself being a ‘Will I make it, will I

not?’ team player choice. “When I made the team, I

was so excited. It was winter here in New Zealand,

leading up to Worlds. So there’s the cold, and I also

had lots of studying. And I was just like, No, I can’t

do this. I can’t be bothered getting out. Like, I don’t

want to do this.”

Hannah Hunt/Supplied

“When I
made the
team, I was
so excited.”
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“I would try getting one of my workouts or training

sessions in the morning, then going to either class

from about nine to three-thirty. And then I would

train again, pretty much. I’d say I did that four out of

five weekdays.”

Hannah thinks she is pretty focused and driven, even

though she comes across as quite chill. She tries to

stick to her daily schedule; otherwise, the weekend

comes, and she has to try stuff in her sessions, and it’s

not so enjoyable. 

When she first started playing, she didn’t think about

a future in canoe polo. Then she saw that the Hawkes

Bay region was pretty strong in canoe polo, and she

saw other athletes going off to Worlds, but only one

other team had won before them.

And then I think I just talked to my parents and stuff.

And we were talking, and I said, Well, I’ve gone this

far. I can do this. And I will keep going because I

want to go to Worlds. Little did I know I was going to

become a world champion. But I think realising I am

here and how I got here pushed me through it.”

Athlete Aimee Fisher inspires Hannah. 

“When I think of athletes who have done amazing

things, I think of her. She went out on her own and

then she won the competition overseas. So I think it’s

possible to get there even if times are hard, so just

keep going"

Hannah found that leading up to World Champions 

 was a bit hectic in her studying and school. 

Hannah playing canoe polo/Supplied
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As well as a superb canoe polo player, Hannah is also

passionate about teaching primary school. She can go

to the World Champions for canoe polo one last time

in 2 years, and she has nearly finished her first year

of a bachelor of primary teaching!

“I have yet to think long-term behind differently; if I’m

not playing, I’ll be coaching because I love the sport.

I coach and play, but I’ll forever be involved with it.”

Hannah’s advice for young athletes-to-be is:

“I would say that the most important thing is to have

fun. If you’re not having fun playing sports, then you

need to reconsider why you’re playing. You can be

someone other than the most talented or the best

person on the team, like anyone can play a sport. And

I think that’s what people forget: Oh, but I can’t play,

but it’s like, everyone can play. I’ve played sports

where I can’t even kick a soccer ball. But I just keep

playing.”
“knowing that we were all
working hard, we all
wanted the same thing, and
we all had each other’s
back. We were together six
weeks before worlds began,
so we slept, lived, ate, and
did everything together”"

And I think we won because we were all there for the

same reason and just got the job done. So I think my

teammates and my coach were the positive of the

whole tour.”

“I think it was maybe three years ago when that sunk

in like, Oh, I’m actually like decent at canoe polo, 

I could go to Worlds.”

One of Hannah’s highlights is her team, “Canoe Polo is

a small community. So we all knew each other

beforehand, but knowing that we were all working

hard, we all wanted the same thing, and we all had

each other’s back. We were together six weeks

before worlds began, so we slept, lived, ate, and did

everything together.”

Hannah and her team/Supplied

MŌHIOTANGA

Hannah with the canoe polo cup/Supplied
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EXPAND YOUR HORIZONS

WOULD YOU KILL ONE TO SAVE FIVE?

This is a controversial question still debated to this

day. The trolley problem is a false scenario created by

philosopher Philippa Foot in 1967 and adapted by

Judith Jarvis Thomson in 1985. There are many

versions of this problem, the original, the adapted

version, and one with nothing to do with trolleys. It

asks us whether to sacrifice one person to save a

larger number. So, are you the majority? Or do you

stick to your morals?

THE
TROLLEY
PROBLEM

THE BYSTANDER:

You are a bystander walking along the tracks of a

railway when you spot a runaway trolley. It will collide

with and kill five people down the track in a few

seconds. But, to your left, you spot a lever that can

intervene and divert the vehicle to another route; the

only problem is there is just one person on the other

track. So, the question is: would you pull the lever?

 Surveys and statistics have shown that most people

would pull the lever. It shows that we are doing what

is best for most people because there is no point in

saving one person if we can save more. We can

picture this answer in another light and assume that

pulling the lever shows that we are all perfectionists,

choosing the option that will deal the least damage to

our reputation.

W O R D S  B Y  L I N D S E Y  S O N G
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 Human nature will always yearn for a better version

of something, the best scenario, but the trolley

problem asks how far we are willing to go to achieve

our ultimate dream, perfection. Most would pull the

lever but not push the fat man or kill the healthy

patient. After all, pulling the lever does not damage

our reputation as a bystander, but pushing a man off

a bridge and killing a healthy patient is an intentional

act of killing. 

"many of us are not
ready to meddle in
other people’s matters
and get our hands dirty
to achieve a good
result."
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THE KILLER: 

This time, you and a guy are sitting on a bridge, with

the trolley running underneath, headed towards the

five people. The guy is so large that you think he has

enough mass to stop the runaway trolley if you push

him off the bridge. So, would you push the man off the

bridge? Though the answers to this are mixed, the

survey has shown that more people wouldn’t push him

off the bridge. Even though this question is like the

first, we are now exposed to the repercussions of

murdering an innocent person head-on. With this, we

can assume that some of us fear the consequences of

directly killing a person. 

THE DOCTOR:

Imagine you are a doctor caring for five patients who

need transplants. Two people need a lung, another

two need a kidney, and one needs a heart. In the

other room, you find a patient recovering from a

broken leg. Other than their broken bone, they’re

perfectly healthy. So, would you kill a healthy patient

and harvest their organs to save five others? 

For this third question, almost everyone in the survey

refused to kill a healthy patient; after all, if there were

a doctor who would do that, no one would want to go

to the hospital again. But, if we had refused to kill the

one patient, remember that this question is much like

the first- choosing to save five people or one person.

If we had decided to pull the lever but not kill the

healthy patient, perhaps we would have been a little

more selfish than we thought.

IMPACT EDITION
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NCEA-wise, your work will get more challenging,

deadlines will grow shorter, and the task will become more

tedious. With no intention to frighten you, I am telling you

that, eventually, there will be no room for procrastination.

Procrastination is associated with higher stress levels and

lower academic grades, and you may even miss due dates

or have to resit assignments. In the real world,

procrastination can lead to financial issues and is also

thought to cause social problems. Who knew that poor

time management could impact our lives so negatively?

To stop procrastinating, we first need to understand why

we might procrastinate. The foremost reason for

procrastination could be anxiety, fear or ADHD; these

things are out of our control, and we have to learn how to

work with them rather than eliminate the problem if this is

the case. 

Sure, I could have written this article a month ago and

saved myself a great deal of stress; unfortunately, that

isn’t the case, and now I have less than a day left to write

this article. Having the mind of a procrastinator, I always

found a reason why I could not write at any given time.

Perhaps my room wasn’t tidy enough, or I told myself that

I deserved a break, and sometimes, I hate to say, there

wasn’t any reason why I couldn’t do this article that

reached beyond the four deadly words “I’ll do it later”.

Spoiler Alert: I didn’t do it later.

Before I begin what I’m about to say, I want to make this

very clear; if you are physically unable to complete due to

mental or physical illnesses, then this article isn’t for you;

take your time and listen to your body. 

Everybody procrastinates at one point or another in their

life, and so by no means should you ever have to feel

guilty about it. If it is a habit you can’t break out of, it may

be time to retrain your brain into a healthier pattern. Often

you will find that you can leave a task till the very last

minute, still complete it, and suffer no consequence. To be

fair, why wouldn’t you procrastinate if nothing bad ever

comes of it; but thinking that you can always get away

with procrastination is rather dangerous. 

Procrastination
why it’s ok and how you can battle it

Words by Maddison Lynch

Photo/Lindsey Song
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Other reasons, such as distractions, not enjoying the task,

perfectionism, or even a lack of self-esteem, can be more

circumstantial. In this case, we can often eliminate the

problem at the source.

I will be transparent with you; I was supposed to try

different techniques to avoid procrastination before

writing this article. Big surprise, I forgot to! Sure, it did

cross my mind once or twice, but never at a time that I

thought it appropriate to act on it. What a misleading

thought; I could have taken action by making a physical

note that would pester me to do it later.

Rarely do I have a healthy relationship with work. I have

some techniques I use to help me get into this mindset that

I would like to share with you:

I make doing whatever I have to do enjoyable:

I will put on a playlist I like, have my room lit ambiently,

and have a beverage of my choice next to me to make the

task fun. Sometimes I might even binge-watch a series

while writing an essay (heck, I did all my pandemic work

while watching Full House).

I use a reward system.

I will set a reasonable timeframe, or checkpoint, that

allows me 5 minutes to act upon any urges to do something

else while doing my work.

Find what study technique works for you.

During my study leave, I discovered the ‘promodo study

technique’, which changed how I studied. Everybody

works differently, and it’s all about finding what you work

best with.

Remove any distractions:

For me, this often looks like putting my phone out of arm’s

reach, where I am too lazy to get up and get it. What

might it look like for you?

Have faith in yourself!:

This sounds easier said than done, but know that if you are

doing your very best, that’s a pretty darn good job.

Lists!

I love organisation, and making lists of what I need to do

dramatically increases my productivity. These lists often

include me prioritising jobs.

Designate a work area:

My desk is my productive space; I have whiteboards, lists,

piles of paper etc. I know I’m there for a reason when I sit

at my desk and that that area mustn’t be misused.
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PASSION

Dyeing my hair seems to have unleashed a new

person within me. Every time the colour changes, I

seem to grow- not in height since that hasn’t grown in

a few years. People always say change is good and

not to fear it, which I agree with. Most Importantly,

the reason for the change is the most powerful and

significant part of the change.

As a quiet year 7, I observed everyone. Staying in my

bubble and just watching everything unfold. I was

aware of a lot of trends and where they came from.

Significantly, the ‘popular’ kids were dyeing their hair.

They received compliments left and right, boosting

their confidence with their new hair. Why couldn’t I

have that? Was black hair so dull? Later, I was given

the opportunity to dye my hair- one of the fastest

decisions I’ve ever made.

I now had bleached ombré hair, and I loved it! Going

back to school, I received some compliments on it.

Maybe not as many as the other girls, but receiving

one made me the happiest on earth. I felt good, but

only because I thought I had changed something to

make me less ‘boring’.

How dyeing
my hair
changed 
my life

Fast forward a couple of years, and I’ve gone

through half the rainbow- although orange for 5

minutes if that counts. I discovered the wonders of

coloured dye. At first, I did it cause why not? Having

purple hair sounded so cool! I then fell into the rabbit

hole of frequently dyeing my hair so many colours. So

much so that I started to appreciate my hair. It made

me feel confident and fun. At this point, the

compliments were a bonus to the newfound

confidence sourced from ME and ME only. 

What does this mean for you?

I’m not telling you to dye your hair bright green and

suddenly you’ll become a new person- it’s possible,

though. The message is to start doing things for

yourself. Easier said than done, but starting slowly

and small can make the most significant difference.

Do something that makes YOU feel good, not because

of another reason to do with someone else’s opinion or

ideas. 

IMPACT EDITION
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Memes have shaped our culture. Probably. Not like

some family recipe passed down by forcing curry

down your children’s throats for taste testing

(generational trauma) but in a more chaotic and

uncoordinated fashion that is better than your terrible

wardrobe. Honestly, I have no idea what I’m writing

about, but this article must be long enough to fit on a

page, right? If you think about it, memes are actually

kinda personal and special. Because you can send a

very malicious meme to your best friend (if you have

friends, lol) and pretend that the insult is a joke when

you actually want to learn taekwondo just to beat the

crap out of them. Also, if you think about it, memes

have even outlived the queen. What I’m really trying

to prove is that I can waste an entire page on a

magazine talking about why memes are cool.

Personally, memes totally make us people with broken

humor unite. You know, the type that giggles like a

hippo when a baby is thrown off the empire state

building.

How have memes
shaped our
culture? 

I’d argue that these dumb jokes say a lot about what

is currently funny for us youngsters because no adult

would laugh at a dying baby. Ever since the gays

have been strutting the streets with their flamboyant

19-inch platform heels, we’ve been enormously gifted

with some much-needed sass on the internet. What is

funny is making homophobic jokes among an

extremely queer friend group and having a racist

battle in an ethnically diverse classroom. For some

reason, Gen Z thinks insulting each other is the best

way to show your love and commitment, so maybe

this generation is full of masochists. We are somehow

united on the internet because of these memes, even

if we all hate each other in real life.

IMPACT EDITION
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I could prove how this has changed us as a group.

However, I’ve been writing random things because I

still don’t understand what I’ve just written two

paragraphs about. You know how those people come

to your school and give talks about why social media

is stupid because it kills your self-esteem? Well,

they’re entirely correct, but as I said, we’re all

masochists, and the teachers told us that we don’t

have to change because we’re perfect as we are. But

having access to the funniness of the internet is

excellent because participating in inside jokes in

comment sections makes you feel as if your actual life

isn’t broken (lol) and making random videos go viral

because why not are signs that we are actually doing

something on our phones. I guess jokes can make you

feel included in some ways, like the loner you are. 

Memes are everywhere. On Elon Musk’s dead Twitter

app, on TikTok (frick that corn kid), in your dirty-

minded brother’s head, and in real life. Memes don’t

have to be famous and known worldwide, they can be

some inside joke your class created to befuzzle the

other students, and it could be just something stupid

you giggle about to yourself daily (loser). 

Sometimes the world is too serious, like that girl no

one wants to talk to because she makes everything

into a serious debate, even if you’re just asking for a

spare pencil. This is why we need humour in this time

and age because not everything needs to be taken

seriously. I think that’s precisely why we young

people seem more accepting than the older

generations. 

With that said, I can’t believe I spent 30 minutes of

my life writing about memes. Thank you for reading

this article of absolute nonsense. 

Love, Lindsey.

IMPACT EDITION
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RANGATAHI & SEXUAL
HARRASSMENT ONLINE

… actually by a young person on the internet.

W O R D S  B Y  H O L L Y  D A V I E S  

The internet and social media can be excellent for

contacting friends and family - whether you live near

them or not. You can facetime, text, call, and send

memes. Social media, email and the internet, produce

“instant letters” that help us to stay in touch with

people we care about. 
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I’ve moved schools and towns multiple times. Social

media has been my primary source of contact with

people and family I have moved far away from. It

was significantly positive; however, social media and

the internet can become messy and complicated. Not

just for myself but for others I knew, too.

It wasn’t just classic cyberbullying. I found out early

on in my teens about nudes and sexting and their

impacts on my peers. But I didn’t know the line

between liking and talking to someone and potentially

being in a situation I never thought I’d be in.  

Sexual harassment online and unsolicited nude photos

are something familiar, something overlooked,

something dismissed and minimised. 

Growing up, I (sometimes) had annual lessons

surrounding issues such as cyberbullying and sexting.

These lessons were held by either a group of young

people and social workers or an individual man who

was probably in his thirties or forties. 

“Sexual harassment online
and unsolicited nude
photos are something
familiar, something
overlooked, something
dismissed and minimised.”
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LGBTQIA+GRIT EDITION

Older Adult Male + Young Girl (The older Adult

Male is usually a “catfish” and grooms the

younger girl). 

Heteronormative Teenage Relationship (boy

and girl who are dating)

He was assertive and loud and assured us we had a

digital footprint. Everything we did would be on the

internet forever for future employers to see. These

lessons focused on not being a bystander or a

cyberbully; however, lessons often brushed over

online sexual harassment. 

I remember that we learnt about two general forms of

online sexting or non-consensual image sending -

through two types of relationships:

We learnt about those two general types of

relationships that they believe could result in online

sexual harassment and nonconsensual sexting. 

There was the belief that in teenage relationships, one

partner is often “keen” to partake in sending nude

pictures as a progression in romantic relationships.

The other feels pressured to do so, too, even if they

are uncomfortable doing so. There is also the case of

power imbalances and the idea that older males or

even females catfish younger children and teenagers,

gain their trust through grooming and pressure the

younger individuals to send photos. 

While these experiences have occurred, I believe that

these lessons and resources that exist for us and

concerned adults often disregard common imbalances

and situations that happen so often. 

For example - when I was thirteen, there was this guy

I used to go to primary school with (I was at a country

school, so primary school for me was up to year 8)

who had left maybe a year or two before this

happened. 
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He was fourteen, maybe fifteen - so relatively close to

my age. He told me he liked me and had for years,

that he was always too scared to tell me. This guy was

well known for flirting with my friends and sending

photos of himself that you could consider

inappropriate. 

There was another guy, too, around the same time

who was sixteen. He was a friend of one of my school

friends, who she had added on Snapchat. In response

to a Snapchat of both of us (myself and my friend), he

told my friend that he thought I was cute and asked

for my Snapchat. We gave it to him; he messaged me

consistently on Snapchat for a couple of weeks. He

was sixteen, almost seventeen, I think. He was a

runner - he lived in Australia after moving from

Dunedin a few months earlier, and I told my friends

about him. This guy was relatively attractive and

flirted with me; he called me pretty and funny. 

“How can we know
these things if people
stay ignorant of young
people's experiences?”

It didn’t take him long to ask for photos. Both of them

asked for photos. They sent me some first, and I

talked with female friends I was with at the time

about what I should do. 

They said that to keep them interested; I had to send

some back. I said I felt sick, and they just told me it

was butterflies of some sort. But I think I knew what I

was doing was something I wouldn’t forget for the

rest of my life and that it was something wrong. But I

don’t blame my friends for thinking that way; they

were thirteen too. No one tells a thirteen-year-old

how to react in a situation like this. 

That is the problem with Sex Education and Internet

Safety lessons (for example) and resources in

Aotearoa and our world as a whole. We don’t know

how to say no - we don’t know how to react, and

we don’t know how to hear no. 

How can we know these things if people stay

ignorant of young people's experiences?

My friends were young too. Revenge porn was

feared because our naivety was incorrect. People

thought they were safe with older guys and people

they felt had their hearts and feelings in mind. 
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“Teenagers can often do
things because they think
it’s right. It’s not always
because ‘everyone else’ is
doing it; it’s because you
believe this will make you
feel better.”
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 You’re growing up. It’s an expression and a “coming-

of-age” rite that you may feel is expected or

necessary.

Adults and parents don’t know what’s happening.

Not entirely. If they do, they avoid it because it’s

taboo and something they have limited knowledge of.

It’s something they have barely experienced

themselves. Our world is so much more technology

and internet based in comparison to when our

parents and their parents and other adults were our

age. Therefore, because they can’t understand it -

they avoid it. 

Another idea is that I have found that others often

believe non-consensual sexting and unsolicited nude

pictures are not sustainable forms of sexual

harassment. 

There is limited knowledge of the long-term effects of

non-consensual sexting, pressure to send nudes,

unsolicited nude pictures, revenge porn and more.

However, from my own experiences and those of

friends that I have observed, it’s something that has

the potential to cause anxiety around sex and

relationships and intense frustration around the topic. 

But in stark contrast, I had friends who had to get

police and organisations involved in their situations

because of the non-consensual sharing of images and

the online sexual harassment that my friends endured

via the literal cellphones and typing fingers of adult

men. Sometimes, they weren’t adults. Sometimes they

were people their age, minors too. In this case, almost

nothing is - or was, done to reassure the status of the

kid whose images were spread. 

With social media, it’s uncommon for teenagers and

young people to have never heard of a circumstance

or situation like this. It’s exhausting. Teenagers can

often do things because they think it’s right. It’s not

always because “everyone else” is doing it; it’s

because you believe this will make you feel better.

MŌHIOTANGA



There is a lack of resources (especially accurate and

reliable) surrounding young people and sexual

harassment online. When there are resources, they

are outdated and lack information from young people

that have actually had these experiences. Education,

knowledge and first-hand experience are crucial to

building accurate and inclusive resources for

anything. 

Keep in mind that if you are a parent of a teenager or

young person, being over-protective (in my

experience) is not the key. Taking their phone off them

because you are worried about this happening is not

what is best for your trust and communication - and

reading their messages isn’t either unless they are in

danger. 

If you are a young person worried about this or

experiencing online sexual harassment, unsolicited

nudes and/or pressure to send photos, talk to a

person or adult you trust. Take screenshots of chats

they have sent asking for images if it’s safe to do so -

and get advice from your school counsellor or a

trusted adult. If needed, contact the police and report

it to Netsafe. 

Remember that you are valid for feeling sad, anxious,

angry or any other emotions after a situation like this

occurs - either to you or anybody else. You are loved

and cared for and deserve safe spaces on the

internet and in yourself. 

IMPACT EDITION MŌHIOTANGA
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Serial killers who kill for no good reason are the

lowest of the low. Their efforts to ruin an innocent

person’s life are unjustifiable. Though true crime can

be interesting to some, which is why media

adaptations of them have been made to satisfy

interested viewers. But oftentimes, such media are

made from biased information, and in the end, none of

the profits return to the victim’s family. So are we

letting those behind these media rest in peace?

Many of us are intrigued by true crime since it often

includes inhumane acts of violence and assault,

something, or someone, far out of the ordinary of our

average life yet completely realistic. A thrill stems

from this realness which the viewers are then drawn

to. Cinematic companies take advantage of that

feeling, and shape the events into something to

entertain, ‘true crime adaptations’. Unless it isn’t

obvious enough, these adaptations are not wholly

accurate and often include false information or

exaggerated stories to make it suitable for

entertainment. Sometimes it glorifies the killer as if the

show is trying to use their tragic backstory to excuse

the horrendous crimes the murderer later commits.

Not only that, the adaptations belittle the victim,

making them seem like unfortunate individuals who

just happened to be in the wrong place at the wrong

time. They are provided with no backstory or extra

scenes because their life ahead of them doesn’t seem

to compare to their fascinating killer.

For example, “My Friend Dahmer,” released on Netflix

in 2017, instantly piqued the interest of true crime

addicts. Anne Schwartz, the original journalist who

broke Jeffery Dahmer’s story to the world, states that

it was “not a helpful representation”. 

The Faults of True
Crime Adaptations
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Even so, it quickly skyrocketed to become one of the

most famous crime-adapted TV shows, and a trend on

Tiktok started relating to Dahmer. Reaching the

desired audiences, a hideous group claimed that they

were ‘Jeffery’s secret admirers’ and posted videos of

them proving such words. If some of us forget,

Dahmer is a murderer, cannibal, and sex offender.

Not someone to admire or sexualise. Views on Dahmer

have changed since the Netflix adaptation; many now

pity the killer and forget his heinous offences. When

tiktokers are caking themselves in makeup and

sarcastically making jokes about a victim’s fight for

life, it is not liberating the victim’s suffering. 

When these adaptations and videos are made without

the victim’s family permission, without a single thought

of what the family members would think, do we think

it is ok? These horrific movies force the families to

relieve the pain they cowered in more than several

years ago. Dahmer murdered Rital Isbell’s brother,

and they dramatised her victim statement in the series

without her knowledge or consent. The ‘Hello Kitty

Murder’ case happened in 1999, yet, Fan Man-Yee’s

son is still bound to the murder of his mother, his

whereabouts even known to the public.

If we want to quench our thirst for gory, bloody

mysteries, we should stick to fictional stories rather

than real ones. Rather than stooping to the level of a

wannabe ‘true crime storyteller’ on TikTok, we are

better off sticking to reliable documentaries and

podcasts, where the speaker is solely informing us

about a situation and has a neutral expression and

voice. 

Some people love involving themselves in a case that

has nothing to do with them; maybe, just maybe,

those people could find the strength to stop using

other people’s suffering to entertain themselves for a

few minutes.

IMPACT EDITION MŌHIOTANGA
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When you think of a sport, you probably think of

things like football, rugby, cricket, and basketball- I

could go on forever. But would you think of dancing

as a sport? Probably not. Dancing doesn’t seem like it

has any physical elements within it, but when you look

deeper beyond the surface, you can tell just how

hard-working and exhausting dancing is.

Firstly - flexibility. All dancers always stretch every

day - before, after and during classes. They must

always stretch their muscles to do the amazing tricks

they perform on stage, splits, kicks, leaps, etc. They

must warm up before so they don’t pull or tear a

muscle that sets them back, 

OBSERVATION 

Sport or not?

DANCE
as they can’t dance to the best of their ability

because it hurts a lot. We need to be able to stretch

our legs so high it doesn’t look humanly possible; alike

all sports you watch you marvel in the talents of the

athletes, wondering how on earth they managed to

do that, the key is practise, blood, sweat and tears.

Second - strength. Dancers have incredible strength

and power. They don’t seem like it because they

dance so prettily, but our warm-ups are intense. Core,

ab, calf, and thigh exercises. Doing crunches, non-

stop planks for minutes, working our calves with

bands until we think our legs will fall off. Other sports

players would crumble under an advanced dancer’s

pre-class workout. Have you seen the muscles on a

ballerina? Ballerinas are standing on the tips of their

toes while they dance. Have you seen the broken

toes, the bruises, the plasters, the bleeding feet, the

blisters, the taped-up knees and ankles, and the long

hours of recovery that all come from dancing? 

“Dancing is an art. But
that doesn’t mean it
can’t be a sport as
well.”

IMPACT EDITION
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Next - Stamina. Keeping fit is vital for a dancer

because we must keep moving for hours. It’s like

continuously running, but you are bashing your knees

on the floor, kicking your legs up, and doing things

that make your core feel on fire. If you aren’t fit, you

can’t dance; you need to keep up with the group by

doing fast movements and trying to look elegant at

the same time.

Lastly - skill and knowledge. You need the knowledge

to dance. No one can dance perfectly without

practice on the stage or on exam day. Dancers must

work hard to the best of their ability every session to

gain the skill and knowledge they need to dance well.

You need to learn the language, the positions, the

steps, everything. 

IMPACT EDITION

With dance, you have to be engaged the entire time.

Always think about what’s next, what move I have to

make, turn out my feet, etc. If you mess up one move,

it ruins the dance.

So why are ballerinas counted as only pretty, as

weak? Why is ballet considered so girly that you

aren’t fit if you dance and aren’t sporty or muscular? I

just don’t understand that if we look good and

elegant while we do sport, it is considered not a sport.

How come when you do ballet instead of football, you

spend your weekends at dancing competitions instead

of rugby tournaments; you aren’t cool or sporty; you

are just another pretty pink girl in her tutu.

OBSERVATION 

Photos/Abi Street Photos/Leisha Hodgson 
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audio engineer there. We started recording my songs;

I got friends on board to play various instruments. It

was my first role as a producer in a rudimentary

sense. I started releasing music in my last year of

school and continued to do that once I left.”

Recording singles at home, Sabreen says that while it

came with challenges, it was also a valuable

experience. She also explains what it’s like to be

young in the music industry. “it can be a little

overwhelming because it’s a small industry in NZ.”

“I’m a young, brown woman, so I see it from a

different angle than perhaps other people do, but I’ve

found my way, and I’ve found some friends, and I

feel really supported.” 

When asked about her process of writing music,

Sabreen said, “I think there’s no rhyme and reason.

Sometimes it’s very structured, and ill sit down and be

like, I’m going to write a song today. Other times it

could be like 3 am, and I’ll be able to come up with

SABREEN ISLAM

Sabreen Islam is a 20-year-old

singer/songwriter from Auckland who has

been writing songs for over a decade. Just

last week, Sabreen released her first EP,

‘Room Service’. 

For Sabreen, music has always been a part of her life,

“I come from a musical family; my Dad is really into

music. I’m from Bangladesh, and our culture is full of

music, so I was surrounded by music growing up.

From the western side, I was a huge Taylor Swift fan

and wanted to be just like her. I have always been

surrounded by music, and it’s a big part of who I am.”

Sabreen says she uses songs “like therapy. I find that

writing songs is a perfect way to untangle how I’m

feeling,” Islam released her first single, ‘Can’t’, in

2020 and has been releasing singles since, building

her career.

“I was lucky enough to attend a high school with its

own recording studio. I became buddies with the

Words by Lola Fisher
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ON SONGWRITING AND HER NEWEST EP
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it inside my head, and it just happens.”

On March 10th, Sabreen released her EP,

‘room service’, containing eight songs. You

can find her music on all music streaming

platforms. Check out Sabreen on Instagram

at @thesabbymonster
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How 
reading can
impact you
Reading has been one of my favourite hobbies for years now. I love getting lost in endless worlds. I’ve been a

bookworm since I was very young, so I’ve always wondered how it’s impacted me, especially since every

teacher or adult I’ve talked to told me how good it is for people to read, yet never explaining why. If you’re

also wondering how reading can impact you, I’ve compiled a few reasons as to how it can.

Words by

Briana Taylor

Reading is a great way to build your vocabulary.

Exposure to new words will help your vocabulary as

you’re more likely to use that word if you see it in the

proper context. And research has found that starting

from a young age, kids who regularly read steadily

build a more extensive vocabulary than those who

don’t read regularly. 

Reading builds your vocabulary.
A group of researchers in 2009 did a study that

showed the influence of reading, yoga and humour

on students in challenging health science programs in

the USA. The study showed that just 30 minutes of

reading could lower heart rate, blood pressure and

psychological stress, as well as yoga and humour. 

Reading can reduce stress.

In a 2014 study, researchers found using MRI scans

that all of the intricate networks of circuits in the

brain get stronger the more you read. And in 2013, a

study found that the more tension in the story, the

more parts of the brain become active.

Reading makes your brain stronger.

A 2013 study showed that people who read literary

fiction have an increased sense of empathy.

Heightened empathy takes time; it’s more likely to

occur after a prolonged time reading it.

Reading can strengthen your ability to

empathise.

Although it hasn’t been explicitly proven that reading

can prevent conditions like Alzheimer’s, studies have

shown that older people who read and solve maths

problems daily maintain a healthy cognitive system.

Another study proved that engaging in mentally

stimulating activities throughout your life can lessen

the likelihood of developing the plaques, lesions, and

tau-protein tangles found in the brains of dementia

patients.

Reading helps prevent age-related cognitive

decline.

IMPACT EDITION OBSERVATION 



i think women write with their
teeth to paper
and lungs to their pen
with their heart attached to
every single
thing.

women write 
with their pen almost
out of ink
women write when
men tell them they are 
not poets.

women write with their heart and
their stomach aches
women write with the fire inside them
that burns 
violently.

women write out of stubborn
out of spite
but in a way
that establishes 
that women

think with their knowledge 
and their clenching teeth.

Women think hard
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However, in movies and TV shows, femininity is

shown in two very different ways. In many shows,

there is a girlboss. This is great to be shown in the

media. It is highly positive and inspiring for people.

However, in some cases, it can be idealistic. There are

still many negative stereotypes and few options for

women in the real world. But the ideological views are

powerful. It gives hope to people. If we wanted to

see how women are often viewed worldwide, we

could read the news. That is the biggest reason I

think finding a middle ground that feels relatable but

is also inspiring needs to be shown more often in the

media.

Frequently in popular media, teenagers are portrayed

in a highly negative light. Cast as superficial, self-

obsessed, and overly dramatic, it creates a hugely

dominant stereotype. 
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Movies and TV shows are everywhere. They

surround us and influence our views and thoughts,

impacting our interactions with the world. Looking

deeper at the themes in movies and TV shows can

be an interesting way to get a perspective of how

the world is framed in the media versus how it is in

reality. Sometimes it is accurate, occasionally

idealistic, and sometimes pessimistic. 

How TV Shows & Movies
can Influence our
Worldviews

“When content is
persistent across a
series, it starts
ingraining in your brain.
Like it or not, it changes
how you think or talk.”

IMPACT EDITION OBSERVATION 
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In a show like ‘Never Have I Ever’, the characters

constantly make mean remarks about each other.

When this content is persistent across a series, it

starts ingraining in your brain. Like it or not, it

changes how you think or talk. We begin conforming

to a stereotype that no one wants to see, giving the

media more typecasting to grow on. 

If you click on almost any popular TV show, its genres

are, more often than not, Adolescence, Drama.

Despite the fact that most teenagers are not like

those shown in movies and TV, the media creates a

social expectation for the “conventional” teenager.

Dramatic, fighting with their friends, making enemies,

and being incredibly superficial. And while the

industry is working slowly to change things, there is

often a predominance of white characters and an

unrealistic beauty standard. 

The main character, a perfect-bodied teen with

plenty of friends, is still an unfortunate cliche in

shows. 

So how do we avoid conforming to this? There is no

question that media is everywhere and can negatively

affect your views on the world and people’s views of

you, but it can also be very positive. For example, a

show like ‘Heartstopper’ is a much more realistic

portrayal of teen life and coming to terms with your

sexuality. Shows like this are incredibly reassuring

and have a strong positive impact on some people

when they need it. It can be a form of affirmation,

something everyone needs. We can make the most

significant change by being aware that TV shows and

movies are designed to influence us. Looking at how

they are, is the key to figuring out what is affecting

you positively or negatively. 

IMPACT EDITION OBSERVATION 
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‘The Parent Trap’ (the Lindsey Lohan version) Is a feel-good

family movie classic. Funny, cringey, and altogether unique,

we follow two girls, Annie and Hallie, as they attend

summer camp. Unbeknownst to them, they’re twins,

separated at birth. Conspiring together, they embark on a

hilarious expedition to swap identities. A pure must-watch.

Available on Disney+.

The Parent Trap (PG) 

Must Watch
Movies

‘Mean Girls’ (2004) is the ultimate sleepover watch.

Cady Heron has just moved from Africa to a

stereotypical high school. Without any grasp on

social clues, we follow her as she creates a plot

with two friends to disband the popular tyrants,

‘The Plastics’. They meet every stereotype thought

of females in the early 2000s era, everything Cady

is not. While some scenes make you cringe, it is a

total classic for Gen-Z.  Grab your popcorn, you're

sure to enjoy Mean Girls! Available on Netflix,

Prime and Hulu.

Mean Girls (12+)

OBSERVATION IMPACT EDITION
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‘Forrest Gump’ is a fantastic film. As well as being a

great family movie night choice (not great for under

12-year-olds), it is full of allegories of the world.

Forrest, our main character, is an ‘intellectually

disabled man’; the story is narrated by him and

follows his life. Played by Tom Hanks, it is a flawless

performance. During the film, they recreate major

historic events in American history from the 1950s

through to the 1980s. Forrest’s perspective on these

events gives a new lens to view the past through. He

is also comedic gold. A definite Must Watch.

Available on Amazon Prime.

Forrest Gump (PG 13)

‘Wednesday’ is an 8-episode comedy/horror tv show.

It follows the main character Wednesday Addams, as

she joins the modern world in a fresh new take on her

character. She is sent to Nevermore, a school ‘for

people like her’. She finds her footing in the new

environment, making friends, even a grudging

romance, but discovers a deadly secret. How far will

she go to protect the people she barely knows?

Wednesday’s dark humour and the series’ fantastic

cinematography make it a must-watch. Available on

Netflix.

Wednesday (13+)

OBSERVATION IMPACT EDITION
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‘Mamma Mia!’ is an amazing classic for our generation.

We follow Sophie, on (I know it sounds cheesy, stick

with it) her search for her biological father. It’s her

wedding weekend, set in an idyllic, picturesque Greek

island. The costuming and set are so incredible, it is

the stuff of dreams. Sophie and her mother, Donna,

tango around the sensitive subject of her summer

flings in this fantastic musical. Available on Prime

Mamma Mia! (PG)‘Enola Holmes’ is a true heroine. She is daring,

cunning, witty, and funny in both movies. The sister of

the esteemed Sherlock Holmes has inherited his gift

for solving mysteries. In the first movie (Enola Holmes

1), based on the Nancy Springer novel ‘Enola Holmes

and the Case of the Missing Marquess’, she journeys

to find her mother but discovers a more pressing

issue. Enola Holmes is an iconic character on the run

from Sherlock, hunted by an assassin and trying to

keep Lord Tewkesbury, the Marquess of

Basilweather, alive. Available on Netflix.

Enola Holmes (13+)
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Lying down with my phone,

Talking to good friends that I know.

Being on that phone isn’t doing her any good,

Probably doing all things a bad teen would

Mum and dad tell me I’m lazy,

But I just need a break since my mind’s hazy.

It’s like she doesn’t acknowledge us anymore,

Cooking, cleaning and driving are all I’m

apparently for.

Sitting in my bedroom,

The one place where I’m safe from the world’s

doom

Yet, I’m forced to vacuum and broom.

I shouldn’t be doing all the work around here,

The time she’s leaving for Uni is near.

Sitting down and relaxing,

To stop my heart and mind from racing,

All the work and chores have been done,

So I hang out with friends to have some fun.
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Words by Freya Ellen
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This is why:
A reflection on parental expectations

OBSERVATION 

But always being told ‘don’t do drugs or alcohol’

before I leave-

Do they not trust me?

I better not smell anything on her when she gets

home,

Or else she’s losing that phone.

I’m exhausted from school,

My mind left in a whirlpool.

But always as I step through the door-

“Why did you leave your clothes on the floor?!”

Her room’s a living dumpster,

It’s probably growing weeds, grass and flowers.

No energy left for the little tasks,

But I can’t be grumpy, so I put on a mask.

They think they know everything about me-

With them, I just have a different personality.

Why? 

Because apparently, I’m not allowed to cry.



Be Kind to You 
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2022 was a crazy year—personally, an excruciatingly

tiring one. During my first year in NCEA, I was burnt

to a crisp at the end of my exams. Once the holidays

hit, I had free time for the first time in a long, long

time. If you were to be sat in a small, windowless

room with a drummer just going crazy with the drums,

that’s how I felt. I was so used to always doing

something and getting my hands dirty- but now I

couldn’t. 

I felt guilty about not doing anything ‘productive’ and

thought I was wasting time. In reality, I was so

focused on doing things to shove away my

exhaustion. I never thought, ‘hey, I could sleep in

today!’. Instead, it was more ‘I could be doing so

much right now if I was at school.’. 

See, I was so focused on anything else but myself. It

got so bad that I didn’t want to feel tired and kept

busy, making me more tired. Honestly, explaining this

just makes me tired.

Take some time for yourself. It’s the holidays-

HOLIDAYS! Holiday: an extended period of leisure

and recreation, especially one spent away from home

or travelling. Don’t feel guilty for resting or relaxing.

You can’t drive a car with no fuel, no matter how hard

you try. 

When I started caring for myself, life changed into

colour. The burnout lasted too long, erasing the

feeling of bliss and peace. There was a lot more

positivity in me and around me. I still find it hard to

stop that voice from telling me I’m ‘wasting’ my time,

but I try to flick it out of there. With change, it’s a

timely process. But being aware and understanding

your feelings is the first significant step. 

Don’t be afraid to feel as it may change your life for

the better. Imagine you have a wound and decide to

ignore the pain and don’t take care of it. Eventually, it

can become infected and become worse. Don’t let

yourself do that to your well-being. After all, you’re

the only one who can care for yourself. 

IMPACT EDITION OBSERVATION 
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Dear Mandi,

How can I make Christchurch an LGBTQIA+-
friendly place when I have social anxiety?

Ask Mandi

ADVICE COLUMN
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We were all sitting around my kitchen table eating

kai, rapid-fire talking over each other, laughing and

being silly. But Lillian, usually one of the most

gregarious, wasn’t herself. The crew had gathered in

my home studio in Upper Hutt for a Create Happy

weekend. I’m their mentor, and they are the leaders

of this magazine. They were having a bonding

weekend as they came from all over New Zealand

and were meeting IRL for the first time.

The day before, they had been to Wellington and

explored Cuba Street and the rest of the city. Lillian’s

mood was, it turns out, due to her processing that

day.

Holly could see she was “off" and asked her what was

up. That is when the floodgates broke.

“Its Wellington! It is so rainbow friendly! I mean, you

have a freaking rainbow crosswalk. And there is a

drag queen pictured on the green light to cross the

street!” they cried in a unique mix of excitement and

exasperation. “When I walk around Christchurch in

my pride shirts, I’m afraid I might be attacked. It’s the

contrast that gets me... It sucks. I don’t know what to

do with all of these feelings.”

So we started to brainstorm how we could support

Lillian collectively. We had already been collecting

monochromatic imagery in our Click Happy Visual

Storytelling program. What if we used that imagery to

create a large exhibition of a rainbow made up of

students’ work? Created by youth that believes in the

importance of diversity, inclusion, and acceptance.

An exhibition of compassion and celebration of all the

different flavours of humanity.

We took the idea back to the larger group of

rangitahi, who formed a committee to curate the

images and put them into the Auckland Festival of

Photography.

The idea is to use that exhibition to approach city

councils nationwide to host similar exhibitions or

permanent displays.

Send your questions to: mandi@createhappy.org
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Do you have an LGBTQIA+
and Allies group at your
school or community?  

Or an art/photography club
that would like to help create

a rainbow exhibition?
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Find out more and register at
clickhappy.org/rainbow-challenge/

Join the Rainbow Challenge

individual youth
classrooms, libraries
LGBTQIA+ groups 

The Rainbow Challenge is collaborative
Heartivism: Heart + Art + Activism. 

It asks 

To create photographic blocks of colour called
monochromatic images that can be used in a
collaborative exhibition piece.

We are also collecting handwritten bits of writing

that fill a square sheet of paper describing your

dream for a diverse, friendly future.  

What vision do you have?

The photographic process is simple. The group

gathers things of one colour or hunts for them in

their community. The goal is not to have other

colours in the image, just one colour and its many

shades and hues. These blocks of colour will then

be uploaded online into a group collection which

will be curated for an exhibition at the Auckland

Festival of Photography and may be used to create

other forms of inclusive rainbow art. The groups

are also encouraged to create local exhibitions with

their art.

The content will be shared on social media and in

the exhibition. 

How do we do it?
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Remember:

If you or someone else is at risk of harm to

themselves or others, call 111 and ask for police. 

For urgent mental health support/advice,

contact Crisis Assessment and Home Treatment

service, for all ages 24/7 - 0800 50 50 50

For non-urgent support/advice contact your GP

(general practitioner/doctor) first.

Support
Lines
Kokiri Te Oranga Pai - 

07 895 5807

Whats Up (youth 5-18 yrs) - 

0800 942 8787

Lifeline - 24 hour counseling - 

0800 543 354

Youthline - 0800 376 633

The Lowdown - text free - 5626

Need to Talk? - free call or text 1737
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